The song *Strawberry Fields Forever* was a landmark in the musical landscape of The Beatles. Lennon wrote the song while vacationing in Spain in 1966, and the fresh air must have done him good. A number of takes of the song were done in the studio. John was in a quandary after listening and relistening to the takes. He liked the first part of Take 7, and the second part of Take 26, and passed the problem of melding the two together onto the record producer, George Martin. Martin was in a bit of a fix, as the keys were different. Take 7 was in the key of A, while Take 26 was up a whole tone, in the key of B. A further problem Martin encountered was that the tempos of the two takes were different. Take 7 was at a tempo of about 85 beats per minute, while Take 26 was recorded at about 107 beats per minute.

Today, digital sound editing software allows anybody to change pitch and tempo independently. But in the 1960’s, the state of the art was varispeed audiotape technology, which allowed the playback (or recording) speed to be selected precisely. A faster playback would increase both the pitch and the tempo of Take 7; slowing the tape would decrease both for Take 26. Could some combination of these be used to fix both problems?

To answer this question, we need to represent pitch and tempo in comparable fashions. Tempo is usually measured in beats per minute (BPM); it usually ranges from about 40 (a very slow beat) to about 200. The human ear cannot easily distinguish changes of less than about 7%; experiments have shown still lower sensitivities for increases in tempos below about 100 BPM. Apart from this, the

![Figure 1: Just Noticeable Differences for Increasing Tempos (based on [1]).](image)

“just noticeable difference” is roughly constant across moderate to fast tempos, with slight differences between experienced musicians and nonmusicians (see figure 1). Larger differences are also roughly proportional; the effect of putting triplets into a 4/4 beat is similar at any speed. We conclude, then, that subjective tempo is logarithmic.

While musicians usually represent pitch using note names and octaves, for scientific purposes it is more usefully represented in “frequency”, measured in cycles per second. To a scientist, tempo is also a frequency, though much slower (much as radio, microwaves, light, and X-rays are all electromagnetic radiation). While a musician would not usually need to do it, tempo (in BPM) can be converted to pitch (in cycles per second) by multiplying by 60; dividing converts in the other direction. As with light and radio, the ranges do not really overlap; the lowest note on a piano, A0, corresponds to a dizzy 1,650 BPM! (Speed drummers do approach this range.)

Musical intervals that we hear as identical at different pitches are not the same number of cycles per second wide; they represent the same ratios. In particular, an octave always represents a frequency ratio of

---

(1) We dedicate this article to what would have been John Lennon’s 70th birthday this year.

(2) While John didn’t excel in school when he was young, one of his favourite authors was Lewis Carroll, which was the pseudonym of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a mathematician. John’s appreciation for the logical puzzles and word play in Carroll’s books pops up in a number of Beatles’ songs, most notably in *I Am The Walrus*. 
2.1. A semitone (the difference in pitch between two adjacent keys on a piano keyboard) is always a ratio of \( \sqrt[2]{2} : 1 \approx 1.06 \). So pitch perception, too, is logarithmic. Conveniently for George Martin, this means that if a tune is played back at a different (but constant) speed, the apparent intervals do not change, so it sounds like the same tune.

Interestingly, we discriminate pitch much better than tempo. The JND for tempo represents the same ratio as the easily-distinguished semitone interval. At some frequencies the human ear can distinguish a twentieth of a semitone apart or less, though again this deteriorates at low frequencies.

Moving frequencies up by \( i \) semitones (with \( i \) being positive when you move up and negative when you move down) corresponds to multiplying frequencies, and hence tape speed, by \( \left( \sqrt[2]{2} \right)^i \). So, for example, to change the key of Take 7 from A to B, the tape speed would have to be multiplied by \( \left( \sqrt[2]{2} \right)^{12} = \sqrt[12]{2} \), which is about 1.12 (that is, 12% faster). Unfortunately, this doesn’t get the tempo right! Speeding an 85 BPM track up by this ratio leaves it at about 95 BPM, still significantly slower than the 107 BPM of Take 26.

Because of the human ear’s better pitch acuity, leaving some mismatch in the pitch in order to get a closer tempo match was (as George Martin realized) not an option. So what was there to do? In his book All You Need Is Ears [2], Martin wrote “I thought: If I can speed up the one, and slow down the other, I can get the pitches the same. And with any luck, the tempos will be sufficiently close not to be noticeable. I did just that…” He moved Take 7 gradually up one semitone, starting from the beginning of Take 7 until the big edit point about 1 minute later, arriving at the key of Bb, and spliced in Take 26 at the appropriate point, down one semitone to the same key – a natural way to try to solve the problem by meeting in the middle. What happened to the tempos? The tempo of Take 7 moved up from 85 to 85 \( \times \sqrt[12]{2} \approx 90 \) beats per minute, while Take 26 slows down from 107 to 107/\( \sqrt[12]{2} \approx 101 \) beats per minute.

Not a perfect match, but close enough to fool many listeners. The change in tempos at the edit point, 11 beats per minute or about 12%, is over the just noticeable difference, which is approximately 9% at that tempo for most people (see figure 1). For more experienced and musical listeners, the just noticeable difference at that tempo is around 7%, and the change obviously bothered Paul McCartney [3], who has an impeccable sense of rhythm: “We could hardly hear the join, but its one of those edits where the pace changes slightly; it goes a bit manic for the second half of the song.” Proportionally, it was just the same change as if Take 7 had been sped up by 12%, or Take 26 slowed down! Any change that makes the pitches match would leave the tempos differing by more than the JND.

Experimental data do suggest one solution — but not an artistically viable one. George Martin could have hidden the tempo difference if he elected to slow down the tapes more significantly, past the range of logarithmic response. If he had slowed one take by about an octave, and the other slightly more, the new tempo would have been around 43 beats per minute. For such slow tempos, the JND is much larger, and even Paul might not have noticed. Of course, then the song would change from a 4 minute song to one of 8 minutes, and indeed it would have felt like Strawberry Fields Forever!

So why did George Martin choose to move one take up one semitone, the other down one, when other choices would do? From reading his book, it seems most likely that he was happy to split the difference, key-wise, and the fact that the tempos were close was good enough. Sometimes luck and mathematics are both on the side of brilliant people.

I mean it must be high or low. That is, you can’t, you know, tune in but it’s all right. That is I think it’s not too bad.
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